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About This Game

99 Waves to Die is a twin stick arcade shooter, inspired by the arcade games, and 8-bit home consoles & computers of the
1980's.

Remember when video games used to be insanely difficult?

When you used to spend $’s in the local arcade trying to get the high score?

When having your three letter initials/acronym at the top of the table meant you were the king?

Well we do, and that is why we have created 99 Waves to Die.

A ship, 3 lives, limited smart-bombs and scarce power-ups is all you have to try and survive the waves of enemies that rally
against you.

With voxel based graphics, inspired by 80′s video game classics & excellent 8-bit audio fx, 99 Waves to Die will take you back
to those seedy, dark, smoke filled arcades of your childhood. Re-live the 80′s heyday of the arcade, but without the quarters.

Can you survive to see Wave 99?
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There is good DLC and there is great DLC. This one definitely falls into the great category. It truly has something for everyone.
One thing I really enjoyed about it is that this someplace I have actually been and I was able to recognize things on this route
that I had seen in real life. The scenarios are good and cover freight, passenger and switching duty. Highly recommended..
Conclusion of a fine 2D walking simulator-puzzle with cool nightly atmosphere, somewhat less brain-teasing secrets to unravel
and a single path again, and, unsurprisingly, still too little music.. This game makes you THINK! Not one level is even what I'd
call hard, as I think they're even more difficult! All of them require constant precision to pass. It's not a long game in terms of
levels, but it will take you a lot of time to beat them.. Just like the original this is an excellent turn based strategy game courtesy
of doujin developer Yakiniku Banzai.. I want to love this game, for its quirkiness and unique setting (something reminding me
of 1980s \/ 90s children's shows, Where the Wild Things Are, and a Spongebob-ish universe...) but beyond Lovely Weather
We're Having providing for a few laughs at its strange settings, funny character designs (the dog that follows you around
inparticular, with his goofy smile...) and some amusing dialog (including a character lamenting \/ loving being kicked in the face
and asking you to do so again as it's the only thing he has in life, more or less..) the game does little to provide any direction
where you are to go, which fits the game's somewhat nitrous oxide\/innocuous feeling atmosphere, but doesn't make for a very
engaging game experience overall.

This game's retail price of 7.99 is very high, once you realize that there isn't anything to the gameplay beyond wandering
through the forests, fields, and neighborhoods and occassionally exchanging a few lines of dialog with one of a handful of
NPCs. In the game's description it mentions the weather in the game reflecting your actual location, which I never saw much
variety in, whether as a result of it being clear days here, having some kind of location service\/recognition switched off (??) or
just having not tried to "play" the game enough. All of that aside, as a feature, if that doesn't affect the gameplay beyond only an
aesthetic change, I don't see it adding much value to the title overall, beyond a kind of cool visual 'app'\/technology.

If the game at least made an effort to conveying some kind of narrative or sense of progression and wasn't quite so experimental
\/ abstract of an experience (and had a lower price point in lieu of that..) then I might recommend it, but as-is, on sale, all-in-all
it amounted to what I expected of it: Some funny \/ nice \/ weird settings, without much to do.

. The triangles!! Anything but the triangles!

Sword n' Sworcery is a rather unusually titled game. But it's also a rather unusual game, too. Not that I know anything about
Superbrothers after having finished it, but I can safely say that calling the game an EP is actually pretty accurate... Gameplay is
overall limited, and you're here for the 'magic', the music, and the atmosphere. Keep an open mind here, S&S doesn't play quite
like any other game. You'll only be going through the game once, but if you finish it, it's a worthy experience as games go.
Really just the perfect game for people who want a stripped down adventure game which focuses less on gameplay and more on
the feel of the experience.

Also- watch out for triangles firing lasers. Deadly things.. military theme
-too many waiting
-no variety in strategy
-p2w definitely
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I actually liked the first Heroes Rise spin-off Hero Project: Redemption Season despite few flaws. First because of the story, an
unique powered hero going into a superhero reality show to save disabled sister. I liked it very much because even in bigger
picture as a superhero, it felt personal.

The sequel, if you played the demo, threw the core of this spin-off Hero Project out the way. Titled as Hero Project and making
MC being kicked out of the reality show because \u2018plot reasons\u2019 didn't click well for me. With core concept that I
liked out the way, main character is thrown into situations I personally chose not to be yet I still was going into it, forcefully. As
a CYOA, I should be able to choose how I want to progress my adventure? Atleast same goal through different path\/method?
Lack of variations with replay value only down to different type of motivations is disappointing also.

Then, there were given a lot of old and new groups and characters with new motivations and political stances. Characters are
'rebranding' and changing new group regularly, which is tedious for me to keep checking characters stat screen to understand
what is happening. In the end I just couldn\u2019t care about anyone else except few core characters especially from main
trilogy.

And the political agendas? It was just too much to process with a lot characters jumping around and was felt as forceful,
especially after playing as First MC shortly and his agenda still feels closer to the heart than the new one. Shows what quality
Heroes Rise trilogy have compared to this spinoff. I respect the author for juggling so many characters, groups, stats etc but it
all just didn\u2019t fit together. It felt 'Disembodied'.

Only good thing is short but sweet opportunity to play as original series MC and teamwork towards final villain,that raised more
questions than answers. Not the conclusion or 'bonus' epilogue I was expecting, again didn't click well for me. That is my two
cents anyway, for anyone still interested, please go ahead and try for yourself. Not recommended for anyone looking to play
superhero CYOA. Try something else.

4\/10 More to political than superhero.. I got the game when it first released for early access. In the beginning I was enthusiastic
about the game. There was a lot of placeholders and incomplete aspects of the game at the time. For example:

- No use for leather
- no names for the people (woman 864)
- buildings being built from the top down instead of the butttom up.
( church cross on top built before anything else )
( keep roof before the base )

Since then there have been a number of stability patches and Dev blogs explaining what they plan to do, but have still not been
done.

Man 765 still doesn't know what to do with the leather.

And sadly within the Dev Blogs there is no mention about fixing these fundamental laps in content. Instead the focus is on Mods
and other content.

I find it strange that the course of development after 3 months has not managed to complete the leather production chain, or
provide names for the people...

The game may one day live up to what was intended.. But I fear this will happen at an incredibly slow pace. There's a lot of
talk.. but no action...

You know there is a problem when after 3 months:
- the player base went from 4,000 to 300
- there has been no completion of current content or introduction of new content.
- you have 6 Dev blogs telling you what will be.. without any updates in between.
- Forum discussions get locked at an increasing rate

I have seen Early Access developers put out updates weekly... I realize not all of them do this.. But after 3 months the only
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movement on this game has been the exodus of its player base...

Come back in a year and perhaps Man 765 will finally know what to do with the leather.... Wack as s crap game.. Fun game
9\/10
I love the artstyle (it reminds me of all time favs like gothic or summoner + japanese themed it's just what i've been waiting for)
and the fast paced playstyle. .Also a way to play it offline would be appreciated.. This story doesn't take itself seriously and, if
you want to enjoy it, you shouldn't either. You're in for a cartoony romp with a straightforward plot and lots and lots of deus ex
machina if you play this game. I didn't enjoy as much as I thought I might but that was likely because I went in with the wrong
attitude but I'm certain many people would find its silly and irreverent tone to be quite entertaining as long as they were aware
of it before getting in too deep.. Very well put together little rpg with a solid story.. There's a Necrocorgi in this game! Nuff
said... If you love tower defense, shoot em ups and rpgs then you'll love this game! It has so much character and originality, you
can really tell that the developers put alot of heart into Necroball! I look forward to following this through early access and
watching Necroball evolve!. Wow! what a great game! I played it for the first time and i couldnt stop. The animation is
delightfull, the artstyle is so cool with lots of jokes and so fun to play!! Its really a great that so much and professional work
comes from indie devs. You guys f\u00b4n rule i hope to see more games done with so much of love!!
. Although at first glance the game may seem like your standard Breakout clone, the mechanics of switching colors and
collecting power-ups add an extra element of chaos to the game. There's something satisfying about firing off multiple spiked
balls at once and watching them tear through the waves of viruses. The NES-style music and deliberately silly story are a nice
touch as well. It's a little on the simplistic side, but if you're in the mood for a puzzle game I'd say it's well worth its price..
Tedious. Battles can be tedious and so is overland travel with the need to constantly rest, and random encounters that either
force you to reload or fight a long battle. Recommend to mess with settings to reveal enemy status during battles. Spell duration,
debuffs etc. remain unknown. Spell effects unimpressive. I continue to play out of pure stubborness but the tedium can wear
away at your resolve. You cannot hope to succeed unless you read up on the game to prepare yourself for hunger, encumbrance,
limited inventory space, spell failure, thirst, disease, random events, the cold, broken weapons, terrain pitfalls, and the
unnecessary 150 day time limit to complete the main quest. If you think you can deal with all that, then purchase it on sale. I
personally enjoy the challenge. Never played an RPG this demanding before. I finally beat it I am happy to say. The ending
meh. I heard Startrail is a lot better and will purchase that on sale. Warning: the narration is terrible and interaction with NPCs is
repetitive except for quest NPCs. BTW there is a way to auto-resolve combat, which I have not figured out. The manual will
only tell so much. Overall, I tolerated its weaknesses and enjoyed its surprises and maybe you will too? Let me know what you
think of it if you decide to purchase.
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